CRL FALLBROOK XL SERIES WITH ALL GLASS DOOR

THE FALLBROOK XL SERIES USES MONOLITHIC TEMPERED GLASS ON THE DOORS, INSULATING GLASS CAN BE USED ON THE FIXED PANELS TO REDUCE SOUND TRANSITION AND KEEP NOISE TO A MINIMUM. THE FRONT LOAD DRY GLAZING DOES NOT HAVE EXPOSED FASTENERS, AND THE NARROW PROFILE FRAMES ALLOW CREATION OF A FLOATING APPEARANCE, HELP PROVING MORE OF THE ALL-GLASS LOOK DESIRED BY HOME DESIGNERS AND ARCHITECTS WHO WANT TO MINIMIZE THE HARDWARE AND EXPOSE MORE GLASS.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, PLEASE VISIT US ONLINE AT CRLFALLBROOK.COM OR CONTACT TECHNICAL SALES AT (800) 421-6144 IN THE U.S., (877) 421-6144 FROM CANADA, OR (323) 588-1281 INTERNATIONAL. ASK FOR EXTENSION 7770. YOU CAN ALSO SEND EMAIL TO: TECHNICALSERVICE@CRL.COM.

ARCH. REF.:
- FALLBROOK XL SERIES ELEVATION W/ TRANSOM
- FALLBROOK XL SERIES ELEVATION W/O TRANSOM

CLIP LEGEND:
- FFCCL
- FFCC
- FXCZ

STRUCTURAL DISCLAIMER:
ALL CUSTOMERS WHO MAY UTILIZE THIS PRODUCT ARE SOLELY RESPONSIBLE TO CONSULT A STRUCTURAL ENGINEER TO DETERMINE THE SUITABILITY OF THE PRODUCT FOR THE INTENDED USE AND THE CONDITIONS. ALL INSTALLERS MUST BE QUALIFIED AND HAVE PROFESSIONAL KNOWLEDGE ABOUT COMPLIANCE WITH LOCAL STATE AND FEDERAL REGULATIONS, SAFETY FACTORS, AND THE APPLICABLE CODES OF THE LOCAL JURISDICTION.

ACCOMMODATES 13 3/8" (34mm), 7 3/8" (19mm), AND 1" (25mm) THK. GLASS FOR FIXED, ALSO 3/8" (10mm) AND 1/2" (14mm) THK. FOR DOOR GLASS THICKNESS:
- 3/8" (10mm)
- 1/2" (14mm)

MAX DOOR HEIGHT:
- 96" (2440mm) REQUIRED

MAX DOOR WEIGHT:
- 40" (1000mm) REQUIRED

MAX FRAME SIZE (OVERALL):
- 120 - 159" (3048 - 4000mm)

MAX DOOR WEIGHT:
- 150 lb (68kg)
- 170 lb (77kg)
- 300 lb (140kg)